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Intro’s and Icebreakers

So this organization is here to actively fight sexual violence by doing this through different

campaigns and events.

Budget ish…

So we have a budget of around $41,000 and we need to set aside some money to hand out to

students for the year.  Last year was about $5000 and we have a lil more money so we can expand that.

Who do we give money to?

We give money to orgs that are in line with our mission somehow.  So Either directly in line or

on the periphery.  Womens Comm has a great app and by-laws that I want to get and send out to you all

and we can tweak it via internet.  Sound cool?  (Yep.)

Sooo let’s think of how much to allocate to others.

Chosen out of 3 choices (7,8,10 thousand): $7,000



Campaign:

We have been roughly planning a Halloween campaign for this year but we didn’t want it to

focus too much on Halloween because this is a problem in our community for more than just that

weekend. So our idea was to run a campaign that focuses on the human aspect of sexual violence and not

just treating survivors like statistics. We were thinking to buy tshirts, some swag, have an activity

highlighting the interconnectedness of IV and such.

We would like to allocate $2500 out of special projects to t-shirts. The tshirts will be double sided

and on the front have “If I Were Your____” back: “ Would you: Grab me? Harass me? Catcall me?

Support me? Believe me? Don’t be part of the problem, be part of the solution!”One ink color. PASS

Also create a web of sorts starting with a few names and added to those names and drawing

connecting lines to people who know each other.

Allocate $50 for materials for web.PASS

Launching tshirts on Oct. 13 on Womens Rights Day of the Human Rights Week. And doing web

activity. Also tabling with fliers that look like tshirts.  Continuing that fliering until Halloween.

Also fliering and handing out swag at Pardall Carnival Oct 10th.

Allocating $250 to swag. $15 to bracelets. $130 to pens. $50 bouncy balls/bubbles.  Womens

Center can imprint. Also borrow a wheel for PC. PASS

Ummm co-sponsorship with SSR for kNOw More, but don’t have more details just yet. Date: )ct

19-23. Down.

Look into sponsoring a quarterly self defense class from SBRCC. Hopefully one before

Halloween.

Get Mariska Hargatay this year!


